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THE CASE FOR ABOLISHING THE OFFENCE OF SCANDALISING THE JUDICIARY

ABSTRACT

This article assesses the philosophical foundations and the practical remit of the common law offence of scandalising the judiciary (also known as ‘scandalising contempt’), and finds that the continued existence of this offence as presently constituted cannot be justified. The elements and scope of this offence, it is suggested, are ill-defined, which is a matter of great concern given its potentially fierce penal consequences. Moreover, given the extent to which it may interfere with free expression of opinion on an arm of government, the offence’s compatibility with the implied freedom of political communication guaranteed by the Australian Constitution is also discussed — though it is noted that in most instances, prosecutions for the offence will not infringe this protection. The article concludes by suggesting that the common law offence must either by abolished by legislative fiat or replaced by a more narrowly confined statutory offence. It is suggested that an expression of genuinely held belief on a matter of such profound public interest as the administration of justice should not be the subject of proceedings for contempt of court.

I Introduction

‘How far can one go in criticising a Judge?’¹ This is the question at the heart of the common law offence known as scandalising the judiciary — an offence that may sound ‘wonderfully archaic’,² yet is regrettably anything but. This article attempts to chart the metes and bounds of this offence and to assess its empirical application in Australia and elsewhere. It is concluded that the offence is both vague in definition and savage in its potential punitive consequences. Given the offence’s capacity to seriously impinge on a principle as fundamental as freedom of expression, its compatibility with the Australian Constitution’s implied freedom
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² United Kingdom, Parliamentary Debates, House of Lords, 2 July 2012, vol 738, col 561 (Lord Beecham).
of political communication is also considered. It is ultimately submitted that the offence ought to be abolished by legislative fiat, or at very least seriously circumscribed in its operation.

II Nature of the Offence

A Situating the Scandalising Offence in the Contempt Landscape

One eminent legal historian has observed that prosecutions for scandalising contempt have typically ‘arisen when free comment about judges has become too free for the taste of the bench’, and they continue across the Commonwealth of Nations to this day. But what is scandalising contempt? Contempt of court in its criminal strain essentially takes one of two forms: in facie curiae (contempt in the face of the court) or ex facie curiae (contempt committed outside the courtroom). The scandalising offence is of the latter form; but what sets this offence apart from other forms of contempt is that scandalising contempt ‘does not relate to any specific case either past or pending’. Rather, it may be triggered by comments ‘made outside of court and not relating to ongoing proceedings’ that are said to ‘undermine the authority of the courts and public confidence in the administration of justice’.

B Safeguarding the Administration of Justice?

With regard to the offence’s alleged rationale, it is said that there is an ‘overriding interest in protecting the public’s confidence in the administration of justice’. Courts have repeatedly stressed that the harm against which the scandalising offence purports to guard is not harm to the emotional wellbeing of judges as individuals, but rather to the administration of justice — those judges being ‘the channels by which the King’s justice is conveyed to the people’. The judiciary is said to require special
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protection in this respect because it is ‘the weakest arm of government’, lacking both parliament’s ability to raise revenue and the executive’s coercive powers.  

The stakes in matters constituting scandalising contempt are said to be high indeed: should such contempt go unpunished, this would ‘shake the confidence of litigants and the public in the decisions of the Court’ in question ‘and weaken the spirit of obedience to the law’ more generally.  In this connection, some authorities stress that the harm done is not to the Court, but ‘to the public by weakening the authority … of a tribunal which exists for their good alone’.  With respect to their Honours, this seems a rather contrived view of the nature of political institutions in modern society. An Ontarian Court spoke more realistically of a scandalising prosecution as ‘a matter which concerns the State’, viz, ‘whether there is an offence against the State itself in its administration of justice’. 

It is true that a loss of public confidence in the municipal court system’s capacity or willingness to administer justice efficiently and without fear or favour is a deeply undesirable outcome. Public confidence is regarded as foundational for the simple reason that it is ‘the ready acceptance’ by ordinary citizens of orders made by judges that prevents the courts from sliding into popular irrelevance. Once lost, such confidence is difficult to restore, and one need only look to the many nations where such a loss of confidence has occurred — where courts are regarded as possessing about equivalent utility to ‘a door in the middle of an open meadow’ — to observe the disastrous social and economic implications of such an eventuality. However, this article argues that the scandalising offence is not necessary to avert this loss of confidence.

C. Judges Cannot Respond to Criticisms?

Another justification for the retention of the scandalising offence is the fact that judges may regard it as either inappropriate for, or unworthy of, their office to publicly respond to critics of the courts (by, say, writing letters to the editor of a newspaper), and that there may seem to be no ‘official’ channel through which judges may issue such responses.  Lord Denning MR remarked that ‘from the nature of our office, we
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cannot reply to their criticisms’. With respect to the judiciary, this difficulty may be readily overcome, and there are signs that judges’ practice in this respect is changing. The modern judiciary has developed ‘defensive techniques’, viz, means by which ‘the system explains itself to the community’. Lord Judge has remarked that ‘the days when … communication between the judiciary and the media was regarded as anathema’ are long past, and judges and journalists ‘can and should’ communicate to ‘ensure the open administration of justice’. Indeed, Sir Daryl Dawson observed that since the 1960s judges have often availed themselves of newspaper column inches to respond to criticism of the judiciary.

In England, the Lord Chief Justice periodically holds ‘press conferences to address issues of judicial administration’ and to issue ‘public statement[s] in answer to criticisms, where appropriate’. Victorian County Court judges recently took to the television airwaves to counter suggestions in the media ‘that courts are too soft’. Bearing these factors in mind, much of the force of the ‘judges-cannot-reply’ argument for retention falls away.

D Geography?

Singaporean courts have justified retention of the scandalising offence by reference to the nation’s ‘small geographical size’ (viz, that popular disquiet with the judiciary would spread rapidly in such a jurisdiction — a justification also used by the Privy Council on appeal from the Windward Islands). Further, it is suggested that ‘the fact that in Singapore, judges decide both questions of fact and law’.

Yet even if one accepts the legitimacy of these two rationales in the Singaporean context...
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(and acceptance is not universal),27 neither rationale is applicable in Australia, which is comparatively much larger and retains jury trials.28 At any rate, as even a Singaporean court has recently conceded, advances in telecommunications technology have rendered ‘geographical size’ largely irrelevant in this context ‘for the very simple reason that even in a geographically large jurisdiction, information can still be disseminated both quickly and widely’.29 A scurrilous Tweet or WhatsApp message about, say, alleged curial misconduct is transmitted more or less instantly, regardless of whether the sender and recipient are separated by the breadth of a small island or of an entire continent.

E Is the Offence Obsolete?

The scandalising offence has on several occasions been confidently declared moribund, only for it to later re-emerge from beyond the proverbial crypt. In 1899, the Privy Council remarked that the offence was ‘obsolete’ in England,30 only for proceedings to be brought against a Birmingham publisher the following year.31 In 1984, Lord Diplock once again provided assurances that the offence was ‘virtually obsolescent’ in Britain,32 only for scandalising contempt to be revitalised in 2012 by an attempt to prosecute a former government minister for describing a judge as ‘off his rocker’33 — sparking a media furore that led to the offence’s statutory abolition. A British Columbian judge felt able to declare in 1990 that ‘the offence … seems to have disappeared … from the judicial horizon in this country’.34 However, notwithstanding his Honour’s optimism, prosecutions have in fact continued across Canada.35 In the first two decades of the 20th century, the High Court of Australia twice referred to the scandalising offence in England as falling into desuetude36 — only for a newspaper editor to be successfully prosecuted in the 1930s for an article
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describing the High Court as a ‘pestilent’ institution whose decisions ‘pleased no one
but “the Little Brothers of the Soviet [and kindred intelligentsia]”’. 37 Five decades
later, a majority of the High Court confirmed the vitality of the law of scandalising
contempt in Gallagher (notwithstanding a furious dissent from Murphy J). 38
However, Gallagher was a (failed) application for special leave, and as members of
the High Court have recently reiterated, remarks made in the published reasons for
the dismissal of such applications are of no precedential value ‘and are binding on
no one’. 39 Nevertheless, Mason CJ seemingly accepted the offence as part of the
law of Australia in Nationwide News. 40 More recently, the High Court was almost
called upon in Re Colina to consider whether ‘the offence of scandalising the court
was obsolete’, but counsel ultimately dropped this argument at trial. 41 Despite
John Basten assuring an audience in 2005 that ‘prosecutions for … scandalising a
court are rare in recent times’, 42 and notwithstanding what might be construed as
ambiguous High Court authority, the offence has ‘made something of a comeback’
in this country. 43 The Family Court recently reiterated its jurisdiction to punish
where a publication ‘contemptuously scandalises th[e] [c]ourt’, 44 as have the New South
Wales and Queensland Courts of Appeal, 45 the Supreme Courts of New South Wales
and Western Australia 46 and the New South Wales Land and Environment Court. 47

The jurisdiction to punish the scandalising offence ‘is always potentially a political’
one. 48 And indeed, courts around the Commonwealth of Nations have often used pur-
portedly febrile political situations to justify the existence of the jurisdiction. During
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the Malayan Emergency,49 a Kuala Lumpur Court convicting a newspaper publisher held that ‘the continued defiance of the forces of law and order by bands of armed terrorists’ made it ‘more than ever essential that the confidence of the community’ in judicial integrity ‘should be sustained at the highest pitch’.50 Admittedly, a prosecution launched amid a violent communist insurgency is an extreme example of the scandalising jurisdiction at work. However, even in the comparatively placid political context of present-day Australia, there still lurks the danger of actions for scandalising contempt having unpalatably political implications, as it involves courts setting limits on acceptable forms of discourse about public institutions (namely, courts themselves). In a highly publicised 2017 incident, for instance, three federal ministers were brought before the Victorian Court of Appeal following the publication of statements critical of that Court’s sentencing practices51 — in part because the Court was ‘concerned that some of the statements purported to scandalise the court’, viz, were ‘calculated to improperly undermine public confidence in the administration of justice in [Victoria]’.52

III ISSUES WITH THE OFFENCE

A No Clear Definition of the Sort of Speech it Covers

The Constitutional Court of South Africa, in upholding a conviction for the scandalising offence, admitted that it may be impossible to formulate a ‘litmus test’ to determine in every instance ‘whether the mark of acceptable comment has been overstepped’.53 In Ahnee v Director of Public Prosecutions (Mauritius),54 the Privy Council considered whether the somewhat amorphous nature of the scandalising offence violated the ‘requirement that in criminal matters any law must be formulated with sufficient precision to enable the citizen to regulate his conduct’.55 While conceding that the offence is ‘sui generis and … not part of the ordinary criminal
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law’, the Board nevertheless concluded that sufficient clarity could be obtained from the body of existing case law.\textsuperscript{56} With respect to their Lordships, this author cannot agree. It has been said that one of the cardinal principles of the criminal law is that ‘no one should be punished under a law unless it is sufficiently clear and certain to enable him to know what conduct is forbidden before he does it’,\textsuperscript{57} and the vagueness with which the scandalising offence has been defined offends this principle.

One of the elements of scandalising contempt repeatedly referred to by courts is that the impugned comments amount to ‘scurrilous abuse’.\textsuperscript{58} Assurances that legitimate criticisms of judges are permissible are often followed by declarations that ‘[t]here is, however, a limit’ — defined in only the vaguest terms — and that the criticisms in question ‘exceeded that limit’.\textsuperscript{59} This leaves future commentators little practical guidance on whether they too may inadvertently violate this limit. Martin, surveying the Canadian cases, suggests that courts’ inconsistent decisions — with one court holding a description of a curial decision as ‘silly’ to constitute scandalising contempt, but another acquitting a defendant who described a coronial proceeding as ‘one of the worst examples of idiocy … [he had] ever seen’ — indicates that no reliable ‘standard for determining what is or is not scurrilous abuse’ has coalesced.\textsuperscript{60} In Victoria, calling a judge ‘a wanker’ has been held not to constitute scandalising contempt as this expression does ‘not undermine confidence in the administration of justice’.\textsuperscript{61} Ultimately, whether a given set of words constituted ‘scurrilous abuse’ appears to hinge on little more than ‘the literary taste of the presiding judge’.\textsuperscript{62} Put another way, the offence attaches liability pursuant to ‘a criterion … based on politeness’ — a state of affairs that creates ‘serious difficulties’ both in principle and, as noted, in practice.\textsuperscript{63} This lack of clarity is important, given that the question of scurrilous or not scurrilous conduct appears to be one of the only yardsticks courts are able to employ to determine whether a given utterance undermines the administration of justice generally. This is so because no other form of empirical verification is truly available — ‘difficult’ (perhaps even insuperable) ‘sociological questions’ lie
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at the heart of the scandalising ‘analysis’. Chief amongst these is ‘to what extent do [the media] create community attitudes?’

Karl Marx once wrote that any defence of censorship must be ultimately be rooted in the belief in the ‘immaturity of the human race’, the belief that there are certain topics that human beings cannot rationally discuss if left to their own devices. The view that media coverage of courts and judicial officers that is ‘too negative too often’ imperils public confidence in the administration of justice is predicated on the assumption that the audience of that media coverage is so unsophisticated and so lacking in critical faculties that it will simply accept the unfavourable stories as gospel truth, losing confidence in the judiciary accordingly. Put another way, this view assumes that public perceptions are a direct function of media reporting — but empirical evidence on this point is somewhat equivocal.

The notion that a ‘gullible’ public are liable to have their confidence in the courts easily shaken by unkind remarks about the judiciary is a ‘highly speculative’ one that discounts the public’s ability to assess and ultimately reject such remarks. One Manitoban judge, casting doubt on the ‘validity of this assumption’, also observed that ‘it is not recognized in the United States’. This was confirmed in Pennekamp where the United States Supreme Court overturned a conviction for contempt recorded against the publishers of the Miami Herald on the basis that the Court was not convinced that the ‘solidity of evidence’ existed such as to conclude that the impugned publication represented a sufficiently clear threat to the administration of justice. Sir Daryl Dawson remarked that he could see no obvious means of assessing the impact of media commentary on public confidence in the courts beyond the rather unsophisticated (and, one might add, empirically unverified) assumption that the harsher the words, the greater the impact. And indeed, what possible barometer could be used to assess public confidence in the administration of justice, or indeed whether given utterances have dented that confidence? In the Singaporean context,

65 Ibid.
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Tsun Hang Tey observes that the terminological ‘laxity’ courts have demonstrated in alternating between speaking of ‘ordinary’ and ‘reasonable reader[s]’ in this context has created uncertainty as to the precise content of the relevant test.73

Put more simply, the very existence of the mischief that the scandalising offence purports to remedy is entirely open to question — and surely sturdier foundations than this are necessary before penal consequences as severe as those associated with the law of contempt are brought to bear on accused persons.

B No Certainty as to Mens Rea Required

It has been judicially observed that ‘[m]ens rea in the law of contempt is something of a minefield’.74 Indeed, an ongoing area of uncertainty in relation to the scandalising offence is whether there is even a requirement for mens rea. In S v Van Niekerk, a South African court held that ‘the act complained of must … be wilful’ and ‘made with the intention of bringing the Judges in their judicial capacity into contempt’.75 Canadian courts have sometimes reasoned similarly to find that ‘mens rea is clearly an important element in the offence’.76 In Perera, the Privy Council held that the appellant had not scandalised the Ceylonese judiciary because his criticisms were ‘honest’ and made ‘in good faith’.77 Yet authority exists in support of precisely the contrary proposal, namely, that there is no such mental element to the offence and ‘that lack of intention or knowledge is no excuse’.78 In Ahnee, for instance, the Privy Council held that there was no such requirement, provided that the publication of the impugned material was intentional so as to undermine the authority of the court.79 Likewise, Canadian authority suggests that ‘intent to … interfere with the course of justice is not an essential ingredient’, it is enough if the action complained of is inherently likely so to do’.80 Australian courts have suggested that the defendant’s ‘inten[tion] … to scandalise the court’81 is not itself dispositive of the matter.82 In New Zealand, ‘the mens rea element is satisfied by proof that the defendant knowingly

76 Re Ouellet [No I] (1976) 67 DLR (3d) 73, 91–2 (Hugessen ACJ) (Superior Court of Quebec) (emphasis in original).
77 Perera v The King [1951] AC 482, 488 (Lord Radcliffe). See also Re A-G (Canada) (1975) 65 DLR (3d) 608, 619 (Disbery J) (Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories).
79 Ahnee (n 54) 307 (Lord Steyn).
81 Wade v Gilroy (1986) 83 FLR 14, 27 (Frederico J).
82 McRae (n 4). See also Fitzgibbon v Barker (1992) 111 FLR 191, 201, (Barblett DCJ, Nygh and Purdy JJ).
carried out the act or was responsible for the conduct in question’.83 In Bing, a Hong Kong court found that while there was no evidence that the defendant had engaged in ‘a deliberately orchestrated campaign of interference with the administration of justice’,84 his ‘invective and vilification directed against a particular judicial officer in her public capacity’ was nevertheless sufficient to ‘amount to a contempt of court’ of the scandalising variety.85 Milton suggests that regarding the offence as one of strict or absolute liability is ‘both anomalous and contrary to principle’; no other species of contempt is so regarded. Moreover, removing this fault element is at odds with the common law presumption that mens rea is (absent express legislative stipulation) a requisite element of an offence.86 And indeed, this was ultimately consistent with the conclusion reached by the Privy Council in Dhooharika87 — a conclusion that accords with principle.

C Unlimited Penal Consequences

The penal consequences of a scandalising conviction can be ‘savage’,88 and indeed, strictly speaking there exist ‘technically no legal limits’ as to the fine or term of imprisonment that may be imposed.89 In practice, modest fines are the typical penalty (NZD500 in Radio Avon, for instance).90 However, custodial sentences are sometimes handed down: in 1969, a New Brunswick student newspaper contributor who condemned Canada’s courts as being in the pocket of moneyed interests found himself sentenced to 10 days’ imprisonment.91 Likewise, in Gallagher, the appellant spent three months behind bars for suggesting that industrial action had resulted in an appeal against an earlier conviction being allowed by the Full Court of the Federal Court.92 Moreover, Kirby J once suggested in obiter that the sentence in ‘a serious case of scandalising a court would certainly be liable to extend beyond imprisonment for twelve months’.93 It is contrary to principle that an offence with as vague a definitional outline as scandalising contempt should be accompanied by such swingeing penal powers.

84 That is, that his poison-pen letters regarding the alleged corruption of a High Court registrar were unlikely to actually impair confidence in the judiciary.
85 Choy Bing Wing (n 58) 355 (McMahon and Macrae JJ).
87 Dhooharika v DPP (Mauritius) [2015] AC 875, 891 (Lord Clarke JSC).
88 Gallagher (n 38) 252 (Murphy J).
89 Radio Avon (n 6) 229 (Richmond P).
90 Ibid 242 (Richmond P).
91 Murphy (n 58) 291 (Bridges CJNB).
92 Gallagher (n 38) 242 (Gibbs CJ, Mason, Wilson and Brennan JJ).
93 Re Colina (n 41) 427 (Kirby J).
D Extremely Wide Standing

That the standing to bring actions for scandalising contempt is so broad only adds to the oppressiveness of the offence: in McGuirk, the Supreme Court of New South Wales held that any ‘private litigant’ may initiate scandalising offence proceedings.94

It is true that the standing requirements for all species of contempt of court have always been broad. For contempt committed during specific court proceedings, anyone possessing a ‘personal stake or special interest’ in those proceedings may bring proceedings for contempt.95 In European Asian Bank AG v Wentworth, for instance, an employee of the appellant bank (a witness in litigation in which the bank was at that time involved) was physically assaulted in a courtroom by the respondent during proceedings involving the bank. The New South Wales Court of Appeal affirmed the bank’s right as a private litigant to launch contempt proceedings against the respondent for this contempt.96 There is no requirement that such proceedings be brought by either the relevant Director of Public Prosecutions or Attorney-General,97 though, especially for alleged contempt in criminal matters, it may be that private persons may bring an action only if the relevant Attorney-General has declined to do so,98 and that once proceedings are in motion that Attorney-General may intervene to take carriage of them.99

The justification for this breadth of standing has been held to inhere within individual litigants a personal interest in the maintenance of ‘the integrity of the administration of justice’.100 Wide though it may be, standing for contempt connected with particular proceedings is nevertheless probably restricted to an easily ascertainable group of persons with some interest of the requisite kind in those proceedings. To borrow a concept from the law of trusts, ‘list certainty’ could theoretically be achieved as regards the class of persons with the relevant locus standi.101 However, with the scandalising offence, matters stand differently. Insofar as every member of the community has a stake in the upholding of the due administration of justice, every individual in a given jurisdiction might well have standing to pursue an action for the scandalising offence. It is unclear, however, why any exception to the general principle that private persons may not, absent some tangible individual stake in the matter (that is, some stake ‘over and above that of being a member of the public’),102
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sue on behalf of the public for the purpose of preventing public wrongs’. The one exception to this principle that may be acceptable as a matter of policy is where the alleged scandalising words or conduct threatens in some way to ‘interfere with [the would-be plaintiff’s] right to a fair trial’.104

It has been said in the United States that the ultimate purpose of standing is to ensure that questions placed before the courts will be dealt with in ‘a concrete factual context conducive to a realistic appreciation of the consequences of judicial action’, rather than in purely abstract terms.105 To permit litigants to bring matters without such a concrete basis would be to waste courts’ time by insisting they take on ‘the rarified atmosphere of a debating society’.106 Absent restrictions on standing, the volume of frivolous litigation would multiply, as any ‘mere busybody who is interfering in things which do not concern [them]’ would be free to fill the court lists with action after action.107 Curial time and resources being finite, courts rightly take a dim view to such busybodies, and seek to restrict as far as possible their capacity to bring litigation that is personally meaningless to them. To the extent that the breadth of the scandalising offence’s standing permits such busybodies to bring frivolous actions of this kind, the offence appears to pose just such a threat. If the offence is not abolished, any statutory reform of its scope must restrict the breadth of the class of persons who possess the necessary locus standi.

E Incompatibility with the Implied Freedom of Political Communication

So far this article has assessed the scandalising offence by reference to non-jurisdiction-specific criteria, such as vagueness and oppressiveness. However, there is a further, distinctly Australian benchmark: whether the offence is compatible with the implied freedom of political communication detected by the High Court in the Australian Constitution. The High Court has held that even ‘unreasonable, strident, hurtful and highly offensive communications’ may well ‘fall within the range of … “robust” debate’ in Australian politics.108 Can the communications often prosecuted under the scandalising offence be regarded as a protected political communication?

Analytic clarity is not enhanced here by the fact that the breadth of the freedom is somewhat uncertain. McHugh J took a narrow view in Australian Capital Television — that the freedom is restricted to ‘information concerning matter intended
or likely to affect voting in an election — while French CJ in Hogan articulated a broader rule — that the implied freedom conceivably went so far as to embrace ‘social and economic features of Australian society’ insofar as these are ‘matters potentially within the purview of government’. Let us accept for argument’s sake that discussion of the courts may fall within French CJ’s broader rule. Insofar as the law of scandalising contempt constitutes a law that impinges on the freedom to communicate about such matters, the question then becomes whether this law satisfies the two limbs of the test in Lange.

First, ‘is … the object of the law … compatible with the maintenance of the constitutionally prescribed system of representative and responsible government’? Insofar as the law’s object is purportedly ensuring that the judiciary commands the confidence of Australians, it seems that the scandalising offence satisfies this criterion. If nothing else, the existence of the Court of Disputed Returns (as a branch of the judiciary) is essential for the proper operation of elections and of representative government, and that at least in this sense there exists a connection between the courts and representative democracy in Australia.

Second, ‘is that the law is reasonably appropriate and adapted to achieving that legitimate object or end’? The majority in McCloy clarified that this second-limb analysis involves questions of ‘proportionality’. The proportionality of a given measure is assessed by reference to three criteria: suitability (is the measure rationally connected to its purpose?), necessity (is there truly ‘no obvious and compelling alternative’ to the measure?) and ‘adequa[cy] in its balance’ (is the gravity of the measure’s infringement on political communication justified by the importance of the object it serves?). Put another way, the High Court has held that a ‘severe burden … requires a strong justification’, and the burden the scandalising offence places on freedom of expression — exposing criticism of an entire arm of government to unlimited criminal penalties — is severe indeed.

While there can be no doubt that the scandalising offence is rationally connected to its purpose (the offence stipulates that verbal attacks on the judiciary be met with swingeing penalties in order to deter others from making such attacks), the requirements of necessity and balance are less readily satisfied. The question of necessity is
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dealt with in Part IV below; it is concluded that the mischief the scandalising offence seeks to combat (viz, commentary that might sap public confidence in the judiciary) is amply dealt with by other institutional safeguards. For the purposes of the implied freedom, this means that ‘compelling alternative[s]’ exist to the scandalising offence that are both ‘practical’ and which would impinge on the implied freedom to a substantially lesser degree.¹¹⁸ As such, the offence cannot be said to be ‘necessary’ in the requisite sense.

The question of balance has been considered in other jurisdictions; these considerations provide fruitful suggestions for Australian jurisprudence. In New Zealand, it has been held that the scandalising offence represents a ‘reasonable’ burden ‘upon freedom of expression’ insofar as scandalising contempt purportedly attacks the very foundation of respect for the judiciary upon which that freedom is said to rest.¹¹⁹ Conversely, in Canada, assessing the scandalising offence against the requirement of proportionality under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,¹²⁰ Goodman JA of the Ontario Court of Appeal suggested that the scandalising offence would ‘not meet the … test’ absent ‘a clear, significant and imminent … danger’ to the proper functioning of the judiciary.¹²¹ Justice Cory further suggested that the extent to which the offence relies on the ‘questionable assumption’ that scandalous words will automatically diminish respect for the courts meant that the offence could not be said to have ‘been carefully designed to achieve [its] objective’.¹²² This Canadian analysis, it is suggested, is appropriate to adopt pursuant to the Australian Constitution. The unbounded character of the penalties that may be imposed on contemnors further weakens the suggestion that the scandalising offence is ‘adequate in [its] balance’.¹²³ It is essentially at odds with the ideals of liberal democracy to allow a powerful ‘public institution to be exempt from … public comment’ — a fortiori in an age when it is increasingly the case that judges’ discharge of their function ‘can often amount to nothing less than law-making’, and law-making that may diverge from the will of elected parliaments.¹²⁴ Criticism is, ultimately, ‘a central and unavoidable part of the democratic ideal’.¹²⁵ Australian judges, like their British counterparts, ‘have had
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sufficient time to earn the respect and confidence of the public’,\textsuperscript{126} such that their reputation for competence and probity is not in the balance each time some attack appears in the media — even an attack as ludicrously intemperate as the defendants’ in \textit{Oriental Press Group} (where judicial officers were described as ‘stupid men and women who suffer from congenital mental retardation’, and ‘pigs and dogs’ whom the defendants were ‘determined to wipe … out’).\textsuperscript{127}

There is, however, an admitted difficulty with this argument; viz, that there is strong authority for the proposition that communications about judges and the judiciary are not ‘political’ in such a sense as to fall within the ambit of the implied freedom. Notwithstanding some early Mason Court murmurings that such communications may be protected,\textsuperscript{128} the decision in \textit{APLA} has definitively narrowed the scope of the implied freedom in such a way as to largely exclude discussions of judicial conduct.\textsuperscript{129} In \textit{APLA}, McHugh J described the implied freedom as a means of safeguarding ‘representative and responsible government’, and the concomitant imperative of protecting communications pertaining to ‘matters relevant to executive responsibility and an informed electoral choice’.\textsuperscript{130} In his Honour’s view, notwithstanding the sense in which the judiciary is often described as an arm of ‘the government’, communications about the judiciary cannot be said to bear on that responsibility or that choice, and so cannot be protected by the implied freedom. The particular character of Australian democracy, it is said, compels such a conclusion. In contrast to the situation in many American jurisdictions, Australian judges are not elected to the bench. This being so, it cannot (according to this line of authority) be said that judicial conduct (and commentary thereupon) is ‘a manifestation of any of the [constitutional] provisions relating to representative government’ from which the implied freedom is derived.\textsuperscript{131}

It is true, then, that most criticism of the judiciary will not fall within the remit of the constitutional protection provided by the implied freedom of political communication. There is certainly scope to debate the political or philosophical palatability of the line of authority that culminates in \textit{APLA}. In \textit{Popovic}, for instance, Gillard AJA appeared inclined towards a view (albeit without deciding) that commentary on the judiciary is relevantly a form of political communication insofar as ‘administration of justice … is a vital and essential ingredient in the system of government’ and
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that consequently judicial (mis)conduct is a matter that ‘every member of the … community has a real and legitimate interest in knowing about’.132

However, such a debate need not presently detain us, as it can readily be demonstrated that even under the more restrictive view of the implied freedom of political communication enunciated in APLA, the scandalising offence as it presently stands is still incompatible with that implied freedom. Notwithstanding the trenchancy of the views expressed in these cases, the authorities nevertheless recognise a category of critique of judges and judging that would be sheltered by implied freedom; this category is comprised of communications concerning the overlap of the judiciary with the institutions of representative and responsible government in Australia. For present purposes, the most important manifestation of such overlap is in the procedure by which Australian parliaments may remove judges from the bench for misconduct or incapacity.133 In Popovic, Winneke ACJ suggested that, in connection with this parliamentary procedure, speech pertaining to judicial conduct may well constitute ‘discussion on government or political matters in the relevant sense’:

This would particularly be so where the discussion impacts directly or indirectly on the executive government itself; whether in the exercise of its powers to appoint the officer, or in exercising or failing to exercise its powers to initiate the officer’s removal. Such a discussion may well bear the characteristics of one which is capable of informing and shaping the views of the electors about the performance of their elected representatives.134

The Full Court of the Supreme Court of South Australia was also prepared to countenance the possibility of discussions of ‘the conduct of a judge’ being protected by the implied freedom if the ‘real thrust’ of the discussion in question was a critique of ‘the conduct, acts or omissions of an elected representative and how that representative is responding to or dealing with the conduct of that judge’.135 The New South Wales Court of Appeal, however, has suggested that even in situations where a given speaker is ‘in effect, seeking the removal of [a] judicial officer’ by Parliament, communications impugning that judicial officer’s professional conduct (such as some alleged mishandling of a particular case) would nevertheless fall outside the remit of the implied freedom.136 It is conceded that this would only impinge on a fairly narrow class of communication. However, such speech may nevertheless diminish popular regard for the judiciary, and thereby fall within the purview of the scandalising offence — a reasonable inference from a statement such as ‘Parliament are mad
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for not initiating proceedings to remove Justice Smith from the bench’ is that Justice Smith has fallen short of the standard of competence or probity expected of judges, and that any court over which Justice Smith presides ought not to be held in the highest possible esteem. To the extent that such a statement would both scandalise the judiciary and represent a communication in respect of the functioning of Australia’s representative system of government, the scandalising offence would operate in a manner fundamentally irreconcilable with the implied freedom of political communication.

A final objection remains. On one view, the very persistence of the scandalising offence in Australia may itself serve as prima facie evidence that it is not incompatible with the form of democracy prescribed by the Australian Constitution. Such an argument, however, is persuasive only to the extent that Australia as a polity and as a society has remained static over the past century. Yet as the High Court observed in relation to the law of defamation in Lange, it is eminently possible for courts to examine the evolution of a given common law doctrine and find that, when the ‘varying conditions of society’ are taken into account,137 that doctrine may well fail to meet essential legal criteria that have developed since the doctrine’s inception. In the particular situation at issue in Lange, the common law rules of qualified privilege in defamation as they then stood were held to no longer be compatible with the requirements for freedom of political communication that the Mason Court had discerned in the Australian Constitution. As discussed in Part II above, the social conditions that may have once at least notionally justified savage penal intervention to quell popular criticism of the judiciary no longer obtain in modern Australia. To paraphrase the Court in Lange, then, the law of contempt of court should be free to evolve in harmony with that evolution of societal conditions.138

IV Reform

A Abolition

This article has outlined a number of conceptual and practical difficulties that beset the scandalising offence. The question may well be asked: what ought to be done? This author submits that the only viable means of rationalising the law of contempt is to abolish the scandalising offence by statute, as has been done in the United Kingdom139 and in New Zealand.140 This is, as the Privy Council have conceded, an argument with ‘considerable force’.141 The following sections will detail several bases supporting this contention.
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B Irony: The Scandalising Offence May in Fact Diminish Respect for the Courts

There is an irony at the heart of the scandalising offence: by punishing mere statements of opinion ‘as criminal contempts’, ‘the scene’ may well ‘be set for the court to be brought into actual contempt’ amongst the public at large. 142 Prosecuting the offence, in other words, risks having an utterly ‘counter-productive effect’ on popular respect for the courts. 143 In extreme instances, use of the power to punish scandalising contempt — far from safeguarding public confidence in the integrity of the judiciary — can in fact serve to vindicate the contemnor’s criticism. It is a cliché of human experience that if respect — be it for an individual or for an institution — is to have any genuineness or durability it must be earnt, rather than simply demanded by the individual or institution ex nihilo — ‘[y]ou cannot compel public respect for the administration of justice’. 144 And indeed, Lord Denning once remarked that the courts’ capacity to punish for scandalising contempt ought ‘never [be] use[d] as a means to uphold our own dignity. That must rest on surer foundations’. 145 In 2002, the Booker Prize-winning novelist Arundhati Roy wrote in an affidavit submitted to the Supreme Court of India that the Court displayed a ‘disquieting inclination’ to ‘harass … those who disagree with it’. 146 Purportedly to prevent Indians from regarding Roy’s criticism as correct, the Court responded by fining and briefly imprisoning her for scandalising contempt 147 — that is, by effectively harassing her for disagreeing with it. Heydon observes that there may have been an irony implicit in the 2017 Victorian ministerial contempt matter discussed earlier: while the objective of the law of contempt ‘is to increase respect for the law’, it is nevertheless very possible that the Victorian Court of Appeal’s conduct in connection with ‘in fact actually engendered less respect for the law’. 148 To Lord Pannick’s mind, an attempt to sue a former cabinet minister for scandalising a Northern Irish judge in fact ‘damaged the reputation of the legal system in Northern Ireland’. 149 Tey, too, has concluded that, far from shoring up public confidence in the due administration of justice, the Singaporean courts’ ‘inflexib[ility] and illiberal[ity]’ in trying scandalising cases have in fact harmed the judiciary’s standing in the eyes of the public. 150 There is also the fact that initiating a scandalising prosecution may resurrect from
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the oblivion created by the ephemeral nature of mass media imputations that had otherwise been forgotten (or not noticed in the first place) by the public.151

Moreover, the possibility of facing criminal penalties for critiquing the work of the courts ‘will inevitably deter people from speaking out on perceived judicial errors’.152 There will be instances in which public confidence in the judiciary should be diminished — that is, when judges discharge their functions in a manner that is manifestly incompetent or corrupt, the public should not fear that loudly drawing attention to this fact (and so acting as a spur for positive change) will see them facing prosecution for contempt.153 Indeed, ‘the only remedy’ for some judicial impropriety or incompetence might well be blunt criticism in a public forum such as the press.154 In jurisdictions beset by genuine corruption in their judiciaries, the scandalising offence provides a ready ‘instrument to silence honest criticism of biased judges’.155 Even in a jurisdiction as free of judicial corruption as Australia, there will inevitably be curial sloth and incompetence that ought properly be exposed to public scrutiny; such scrutiny may be impeded by the existence of the scandalising offence.156

C Reformulate the Offence: ‘Real Risk’, Public Figures?

If the offence must be retained, it is submitted that the only instance in which it ought to be used is in matters involving persons of significant public influence, such as when members of the executive directly threaten the judiciary, viz, pose a ‘real risk’ to the administration of justice.157 Consider Borowski, a case from Manitoba. Here, a cabinet minister (Borowski) was sued by a provincial employee. Borowski made an application to the Court to stay the employee’s proceedings, which was dismissed by a magistrate. After the stay application was concluded (when the matter was no longer sub judice), Borowski described the magistrate as biased against him on a party-political basis and threatened to have ‘that bastard … defrocked and debarred’.158 As Nitikman J observed, this latter comment was ‘unbelievably outrageous … coming from the mouth of a Minister of the Queen’ because it constituted ‘an arrogant threat against the independence of the judiciary’, and an ugly
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reminder of the dark Stuart days of judges’ tenure depending on their loyalty to the Crown.\(^{159}\) To his Honour’s mind, that Borowski tendered to the Court a statement that of course the government would not really seek to have the magistrate ‘defrocked and debarred’ only aggravated matters: had Borowski not regarded his threat as one ‘calculated to … interfere with the due process of justice’ — that is, unless he realised that his threat represented a clear and credible danger to the independence of the judiciary — he would not have felt compelled to provide ‘such [an] assurance’.\(^{160}\) This article argues that it is here that the crucial distinction between remarks made by the likes of Borowski and those made by the likes of the columnist-in-a-gutter-newspaper defendants in *Oriental Press Group*. While the comments of the latter are no doubt more insulting and perhaps even more injurious to the personal feelings of judges, they are in the final analysis the words of a (gutter) newspaper columnist, someone whose ability to actually impair the functioning of the courts is limited to whatever nebulous impact their columns may have on public confidence in those courts. Such commentators are unable to attack judges directly, and are restricted to attacking public confidence, which may or may not yield to their depredations. By contrast, a minister of the Crown actually possesses real political clout with which to directly and effectively attack the judiciary. There is no need to ponder the empirical impact of media commentary (which is, as noted above, difficult to quantify) on ‘public confidence’ (a slippery concept): the minister has, through the executive’s control over judicial appointments, the power to interfere with the integrity of the judiciary in a much more straightforward fashion. With Goodman JA of the Ontario Court of Appeal, this article suggests that it is not so much in the character of the words used (however ‘vitriolic’) that the true threat to the courts inheres, but rather in the social and political ‘standing’ of the person uttering them — profoundly savage words from ‘a person of no standing in the community’ will wreak far less harm than ‘polite words … calculated to bring the administration of justice into disrepute’ spilling from the pen or mouth of ‘a person of good reputation’.\(^{161}\) And in that sense, the misuse of the bully pulpit afforded to those in power is far more of a threat than the grumblings (however vituperative) of the private citizen or even the newspaper columnist.

**V Is the Offence Necessary?**

**A A Superfluous Offence?**

This article has argued that, in the struggle to safeguard the administration of justice from harmful public commentary, the scandalising offence is, in the final analysis, superfluous. Instances of public commentary that pose a genuine threat to actual court processes are covered by the other branches of the law of contempt. If vile remarks are directed at particular judges with the intention or effect of damaging that judge’s reputation for competence or probity, then those remarks will be actionable
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in defamation (though it is submitted that such actions ought, as a matter of policy, to be rare). The only field of operation unique to the scandalising offence is thus comments directed to the judiciary at large (that is, not in connection with actual concrete cases before the courts), which in this author’s view pose a threat too nebulous to justify the possibility of criminal prosecution. The former Lord Chief Justice of Northern Ireland, a man whose judicial career was marked by ‘deeply scandalous assertions’ by the media in connection with his decisions in terrorism trials, supported abolition of the scandalising offence notwithstanding the profound hurt such assertions caused him personally: ‘judges have to be able to … shrug their shoulders and get on with it’, and even when judges regard some line as having been crossed, ‘there are other ways of dealing with it than this offence’. Even in the face of savage attacks on the British judiciary as ‘[e]nemies of the [p]eople’ in connection with Brexit litigation, Lord Neuberger suggested that while ‘some of what was said was undermining the rule of law’, ‘most’ of the comments — even those his Lordship ‘didn’t … think w[ere] fair’ — were ‘within the ambit of what a reasonable press could do’. Lord Borrie, author of a leading text on contempt, remarked that the offence ‘has a chilling effect on freedom of speech’ and that its abolition would cause ‘hardly any loss’ for the judiciary in practice. As Lord McNally observed in the same debate, the undesirable conduct the offence purports to regulate may readily be dealt with under other heads of contempt, or under other ‘criminal offences or civil remedies’, such as ‘corruption, threat or defamation’ such that abolition would leave no discernible ‘gap in the law’.

Moreover, the range of other voices that may be raised to rebut irresponsible criticism of the courts further weakens the rationale of the scandalising offence. As discussed above, judges themselves are no longer so squeamish as they once were about entering the media fray to defend themselves and the curial institutions they serve. Attorneys-General, for instance, have historically been charged with the defence of the judiciary, though it may be that this tradition has weakened in recent times. Law societies may also serve as a vehicle for rebutting undue criticism of judges, as
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may peak legal industry bodies such as Law Council of Australia, though these can sometimes be ‘an unwieldy means of reply’. To the extent that the rationale of the scandalising offence purports to rest on the offence’s function as a sort of sword and shield of the courts, the existence and vigour of these alternative voices diminishes the force of that rationale.

B Possible but Unsatisfactory Alternative: Judges Suing in Defamation?

That the discharge of the judicial function may bring down a ‘whole artillery of libels’ has been recognised for centuries; but it has also been said that such ‘[i]nsults are best treated with disdain — save when they are gross and scandalous’. The Family Court considered that while ‘a court may prefer to maintain a dignified silence when under unwarranted attack’, the attractions of such a silence may be outweighed by the imperative of defending the court’s ‘dignity and authority’. For judges who feel they must so defend themselves, the law of defamation may provide some recourse, despite High Court obiter that the notion of a judge suing in defamation is ‘unseemly’. Sir Redmond Barry embodied the traditional attitude when he said that as a ‘representative of the majesty of the law’ it would be ‘unmanly’ and ‘ignoble … for [judges] to entertain any personal feelings’ in connection with the performance of their official functions. Nevertheless, judges’ ability to do so in connection with comments on their capacity as judicial officers was recently confirmed by the New South Wales Court of Appeal. Shetreet and Turenne remark that actions in defamation by judges are ‘rare and … should remain so’ — though the authors make an exception for matters in which ‘the accusations were so severe that the judges could have been said to be unfit to practise as a result’.

Sir Zelman Cowen suggested that while it may be ‘readily understandable’ why judges are reluctant to sue in defamation, this reluctance is itself no grounds for
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the retention of a draconian criminal jurisdiction for scandalising contempt.181 Yet nevertheless, examples of such actions abound. By one estimate, some 10 per cent of libel actions in the United States in 2005 were launched by judicial officers.182 A New York judge sued the publishers of a book suggesting that his Honour was ‘tough on long-haired attorneys and black defendants … [b]ut [that] his judicial temper soften[ed] remarkably before … organized crime figures’.183 In 2014, a Northern Irish judge sued the Sunday World newspaper in response to an article suggesting he was less than impartial in sentencing a Crown prosecutor for traffic offences,184 while in 2017 a Manhattan judge launched a defamation action against a newspaper that described her judicial style as ‘slow’ and ‘lazy’.185 In 2007, a Massachusetts judge successfully sued in defamation after a newspaper printed allegations that his Honour had suggested that a teenage rape victim (whose case his Honour had presided over) should ‘get over it’.186 In 1992, an English judge was awarded damages after an independent arbitrator held that a newspaper had defamed him by suggesting that ‘he nodded off during a murder trial’.187 And in Australia, one New South Wales magistrate successfully sued a radio broadcaster in defamation for describing her as ‘deliver[ing] the most diabolical and wrong decisions in law’,188 while a Victorian magistrate took similar (and similarly successful) action against a newspaper columnist who alleged that the magistrate had pre-judged a case in advance of hearing it, had mistreated a police prosecutor ‘for simply arguing the law’ and had ‘hugged two drug traffickers she let go free’.189

Such developments are not without their difficulties. It has been repeatedly stated that the scandalising offence exists not for the protection of judges’ personal reputation,
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but rather to safeguard the administration of justice on a systemic level. Yet in
the decided cases this line has often been blurry indeed: frequently defendants
have been hauled before the courts for statements that effectively constituted
‘[p]ersonal attacks on a judge’ in matters not bearing ‘directly to his administration
of justice’ — an issue magnified by the notion that ‘maintain[ing] judicial dignity’ on
an individual level may well be ‘an aspect of … public confidence’ in the courts.
In this connection, a Manitoban court commented that ‘the dignity and majesty of
the Courts’ was an absolutely foundational component of the due administration
of justice — with any harm to the former necessarily impacting ‘adversely’ on the
‘orderly operation’ of the latter. It is not easy to cleanly demarcate the boundary
‘between the personal dignity of judges and their public roles’ — while ‘contempt
may include defamation’, the ‘offence is something more than mere defamation, and
is of a different character’ — and it is submitted that actions in defamation unhelp-
fully blur this line further, and are best avoided as a matter of policy.

VI Conclusion

The law of contempt plays an invaluable role in safeguarding the due administra-
tion of justice. It is possible to use the tools of the modern media to comment on
or to interfere with judicial proceedings in a fashion that ought rightly to attract
penal sanction: filming Crown witnesses giving evidence in a criminal matter, for
instance, or by printing details of jury deliberations. In such cases, it is sometimes
necessary to use the force of criminal prosecution to ‘to keep the springs of justice
undefiled’. But prosecuting commentary on the judiciary in the abstract cannot
be justified, save in extraordinary circumstances such as those described above. The
offence of scandalising the judiciary means that inevitably courts will become ‘the
subject of comment and criticism’ — and ‘[n]ot all will be sweetly reasoned’. Yet the intemperance or indeed even the incoherence of some of these criticisms
does not demand that the full force of the law be brought against their progeni-
tors — ‘[j]ustice is not a cloistered virtue’, and nor are ‘the courts … fragile
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flowers that … wither in the hot heat of controversy’. As Sir Zelman Cowen rightly observed, the administration of justice ‘is not imperilled by unmannerly, tasteless, intemperate or even unbalanced verbal or written attacks’. And indeed, even if the impugned statements ultimately consist of ‘the whining of an unhappy loser’, insofar as they are made as part of ‘the expression of a sincerely held belief on a matter of public interest’, they should not be the subject of contempt proceedings.
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